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Description Stock #383499 - Keystone quality! Upgraded King mattress! Recently New Ashley
Sofa & Recliners!This 2015 Montana 3160RL fifth wheel represents the pinnacle
of luxury and convenience in recreational travel. It is designed to deliver the
comforts of home wherever your journey takes you.Featuring a spacious rear
living layout, the interior maximizes comfort and utility. Plush seating, including an
Ashley residential sofa and theater-style recliners, invites relaxation after a day of
exploration. Panoramic windows fill the space with natural light and offer
stunning views. The living area perfectly blends coziness and elegance, making
every moment inside as enjoyable as those exploring the great outdoors.The
kitchen has a three-burner range, a large refrigerator, a microwave, and abundant
counter space for meal preparation. An island adds extra workspace and is ideal
for entertaining, while the elegant dinette area is a delightful meal setting.Sleeping
quarters offer a sanctuary of comfort, with a king-size bed, extensive storage
including a large wardrobe, and a designated area for an optional washer/dryer,
ensuring a restful night's sleep amidst high-quality finishes.The bathroom rivals
residential homes. It features a sizable shower, a porcelain toilet, and a vanity
with ample storage, marrying convenience with luxury to provide a comfortable
and familiar experience.Constructed on a durable frame with high-quality
materials, the Montana 3160RL can withstand travel demands without sacrificing
its sophisticated appearance. Exterior features include extensive storage, an
automatic leveling system, and two awnings for effortless setup.Entertainment
and connectivity are at your fingertips, with a built-in entertainment center inside
and out. These include HDTVs, DVD player (inside), and stereo system, ensuring
leisure and connectivity wherever your travels may lead.Designed for year-round
comfort, the Montana 3160RL's insulated walls, floors, and roof, coupled with
dual-zone climate control, maintain a comfortable interior atmosphere, making it
a true home away from home.This 2015 Montana 3160RL fifth wheel blends
travel luxury, comfort, reliability, and elegance, ensuring an unforgettable journey
without compromising the comforts of home.We are looking for people all over
the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our
product and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot]
PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer
may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is interests have
changed.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to
discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell
thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll
get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2015
Stock Number: 383499
VIN Number: rvusa-383499
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 31

Item address Crowley, Texas, United States
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